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Dunlap and Stephens (1) provide the first explicit demonstration that animals (in particular, Drosophilla) evolve so that their learning abilities track the reliability of information from different stimulus domains. In particular, in populations raised where color, but not odor, reliably indicated a significant outcome (quinine adulteration), there was an increase in sensitivity to color information across generations; however, in populations where odor but not color was the reliable cue, sensitivity to odor increased across generations. This is indeed an impressive demonstration that evolution can drive the development of sensitivity to learning about reliable stimulus domains.
However, Dunlap and Stephens present their data in the context of Garcia and Koelling's (2) seminal work on prepared learning in taste aversion and claim that their results provide an example of the evolution of prepared learning. Although Garcia and Koelling did indeed show that rats form taste-to-illness associations more easily than audiovisual-to-illness associations, they also found that, at the same time, rats form audiovisual-to-shock associations more easily than taste-to-shock associations. That is, the critical feature of their results was that neither the stimulus domain (taste vs. audiovisual) nor the consequence domain (illness vs. shock) alone determined the success of learning, but the combination of stimulus and outcome domain did. It is this interaction between the type of stimulus and the type of outcome that challenged then-prevailing ideas about the generality of learning processes and established the idea of "prepared" learning, where the relationship between cue and consequence domain determined the success of learning. In short, a true demonstration of prepared learning requires that there are two stimulus domains and two outcome domains, where each stimulus domain selectively supports learning about only one outcome domain.
The problem in linking Dunlap and Stephens' demonstration of evolved sensitivity to either odor or color information to Garcia and Koelling's demonstration of prepared learning in taste aversion and shock avoidance is that Dunlap and Stephens had only a single outcome domain. That is, they have only directly demonstrated that evolution can track the informativeness of a stimulus domain in a general sense and not that it could track the specific relationships between stimulus domains and separate outcome domains. A true mapping of Garcia and Koelling's design into the experimental evolution situation would involve something like the following: a population raised in an environment where color, but not odor, reliably predicts quinine alteration and at the same time where odor, but not color, reliably predicts a second outcome (temperature variation perhaps). A true demonstration of the experimental evolution of prepared learning would be found if, in such a population, there was an increase in sensitivity to color information across generations when quinine was the potential outcome and, simultaneously, that there was an increase in sensitivity to odor information across generations when temperature was the potential outcome. 
